Orange and Blue.

"THE ORANGE AND BLUE" was organized for two principal purposes. It was thought that the monthly publication was not representative of the whole student body, and that there should be a paper that was; and secondly, there was a great need of a weekly to publish such events as it was impossible that The Mirror should mention, and also to give a more detailed account of 'Varsity games than had hitherto been done.

The first number came out Tuesday, March 9, 1897, with Walter S. Hill as editor-in-chief. In appearance the paper was then as it is now, with the exception that early in the present edition, the sheet was increased somewhat in size; but the first number comprised four pages also. It was published on Tuesday, until October 6, 1902, when the day of publication was changed to Monday. The present edition has made some innovations, and made several improvements both in respect to more interesting matter, and to a higher standard of literary excellence.

The paper is controlled by a board of twelve directors; one member chosen from each fraternity, two from the Senior Class, and two from the Junior Class, one each from the two lower classes. The directors hold their office for one year, and elect an editor-in-chief and a business manager from among the student body.

I used to be a jolly chap, for that I had the rep,
For always I was singing loud, a note for ev'ry step;
But now-a-days I'm not all bright, one thing I now regret:
The white-haired Freshman cut me out, ye gods, I feel it yet!